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Abstract
Orientation is one of the main elements that form our perceptual space. Many studies
have shown that people misjudge orientation in the frontoparallel plane. Here we
examined precision in matching oriented lines in a 3D environment. In Experiment 1 we
used perspective as a pictorial cue to provide the impression of a surface inclined in
depth. In the first task we applied ―direct perspective‖ where observers had to draw lines
on apparently inclined surfaces, in the second task we applied ―inverse perspective‖
where observers had to transform a perspective drawing onto a frontoparallel surface.
Results showed two patterns, one related to inverse perspective, where precision
matching oriented lines (PMOL) were modulated by the inclination of the surface. Here
the observers had to perform more than one spatial transformation to solve the tasks.
Another different pattern was found for direct perspective, in which observers had to
perform only one spatial (cognitive) transformation. In Experiment 2, we studied how
PMOL is affected by the surrounding surface contours (global shape) of an apparently
inclined surface. Three rectangular surfaces (square, portrait and landscape), circles and
star-like-shaped surfaces were studied. The data described in this chapter suggest that
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rectangular surface contours improve orientation judgment at corresponding cardinal
orientations.
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Introduction
A major finding in attempting to account for shape perception in the early sixties was the
discovering of neurons in the visual system that responded selectively to lines with specific
orientation. Hubel and Wiesel (1959) described receptive fields of neurons in the cat striate
cortex by claiming ―the particular arrangements within receptive fields of excitatory and
inhibitory regions seem to determine the form, size and orientation of the most effective
stimuli‖ (p. 588). This discovery was followed by a series of articles in which they described
the properties of receptive fields of single neurons in the cat cortex (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962,
1968).
Later, from the psychophysical approach, Campbell and Kulikowski (1966) found
evidence of such orientation detectors by showing that also in men, like in the visual cortex of
the cats, many of the cells responded only to lines with a certain orientation. Many other
psychophysical and physiological studies (Blakemore & Campbell, 1969; Blakemore &
Sutton, 1969; Campbell & Kulikowski, 1966; Campbell & Robson, 1968; De Valois, Yund &
Hepler, 1982; Gilinsky, 1951), the most of them by using the selective adaptation procedure
to oriented lines arranged in the frontal plane, demonstrated the existence of orientation and
spatial frequency channels in humans. So, the experimenters examined the impact of an
adapting exposure to a particular orientation or spatial frequency on subsequent sensitivity to
that feature. The resulting decrease in sensitivity, which usually occurred across a narrow
band of orientations or frequencies, was taken as an indication of the tuning of the relevant
detector.
Precision in orientation perception has been widely studied in the frontoparallel plane,
but neuronal and behavioral performance on inclined planes receding in depth or in images
using perspective representing them, remind almost unstudied (these are the studies
previously performed in the topic: Ellis, Smith, Grunwald, & McGreevy, 1991; Tharp, &
Ellis, 1990). This is an important topic because it can help to best understand how 3D
orientation is coded in the brain and then to account for how this knowledge could be used in
a multiplicity of real life activities.
From the psychophysical approach previous studies (see Wagner, 2006, for a review)
have assessed the precision in matching oriented lines (PMOL) by relating the perceived
orientation (α‘) with its physical orientation (α). Several studies suggest that orientation of
lines that subtend acute angles are over-estimated (α‘/α>1), while orientation of lines
subtending obtuse angles are under-estimated (α‘/α<1). These distortions in orientation
perception imply an approaching of the perceived angle to a right one (Carpenter &
Blakemore, 1973; Greene, 1993; Greene & Fraweley, 2001; Nundy, Lotto, Coppola, Shimpi,
& Purves, 2000; Predebon, 1994; Wenderoth, Parkinson, & White, 1979 ).
Most studies agree in that the highest PMOL is at cardinal orientations (0º and 90º), what
can be attributed to the average intrinsic structure of visual scenes (e.g. Keil & Cristóbal,
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2000) or to the amount of neurons representing each orientation in primary visual cortex (V1)
or middle temporal visual area (MT) (Li, Peterson & Freeman, 2003; Xu, Collins, Khaytin,
Kaas, & Casagrande, 2006). The enhanced PMOL at cardinal versus tilted orientations is
referred to as the oblique effect (Appelle, 1972).
Most of these results were obtained from psychophysical experiments using frontally
oriented surfaces (Howard, 1982; Morgan & Baldassi, 1997; Dakin, Williams & Hess, 1999;
Borra, Hooge & Verstraten, 2007; Westheimer, 1984, 2003). In natural viewing conditions,
however, we find often structures embedded in arbitrarily oriented planes and surfaces where
depth dimension plays a relevant role in perception of orientation and size (Foley, 1980;
Foley, Ribeiro-Filho & Da Silva, 2004; Loomis & Philbeck, 1999; Witkin & Asch, 1948).
The interpretation of orientation on depth oriented devices seems to imply some spatial
transformation which is related to participants response time (RT). It has been probed that the
more complex the required spatial transformation, the more longer RT (Shepard & Metzler,
1971),
This chapter aims to present two experiments which test RT and PMOL in the context of
a 3D environment created by using perspective cues (as textures and global distorted
shapes).In order to test the influence of depth on PMOL and RT, we studied how participants
applied two spatial transformations: ―direct perspective‖ and ―inverse perspective‖. Direct
perspective is the forward transformation, where an observer views a frontoparallel scene and
compiles a corresponding 3D drawing (or pictorial representation). Inverse perspective is the
transformation that proceeds in the opposite direction, where an observer looks at the pictorial
representation and reproduces it on a frontoparallel scene.
The aim of this first experiment is to describe the amount of spatial transformations under
direct and inverse perspective tasks and to analyze the modulation of the oblique effect
derived of depth perception. By comparing the observer‘s performances in these two
transformations, we could look for asymmetries, which reveal how encoding of depth, for the
tasks implying direct perspective, or decoding of depth, for the tasks implying inverse
perspective, affects PMOL and RT differently.
The second experiment studies variations of surface shape, for example portrait versus
landscape orientation, or circular or irregular shapes. Specifically, we tested whether an
observer uses the same pictorial depth cues for the various shapes, and our goal is to
determine if some informative cues derived from the global surrounding shape influenced the
PMOL.

Experiment 1
Methods
Participants
Six volunteer observers took part in Experiments 1 and 2 (3 men, age ranged from 29 to
55 years, and 3 women, age ranged from 24 to 27 years). Four of them were experienced
psychophysics observers and naive to the purpose of the study. All had normal or correctedto-normal vision, as well as normal stereo acuity (60 min arc, assessed by the Titmus test).
These studies were approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Psychology of the
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University of Barcelona, in accordance with the ethical standards laid down in the 1954
Declaration of Helsinki.
Stimuli and Apparatus
Each stimulus consisted of a flat picture (see Figure 1) that showed the end-points of an
implicit line, which is subjected to perspective transformation. Line-end-points were drawn in
the center of a surface with rectangular shape at some inclination. The orientation of the
implicit lines was 22.5º, 45º, 67.5º, 90º, 112.5º, 135º and 157.5º, where 0º defines a horizontal
line and 90º a vertical one. Surface inclination angles were 10º, 30º, 50º, 70º and 90º (the
frontoparallel plane) relative to the observer‘s viewpoint. Previously Saunders and Bakus
(2006) showed in a similar gradients of surface inclination that observers were able to
realiably judge surface aspect ratios from the monocular images. The size of the rectangular
surface was 30 cm x 40 cm and it was textured with a white (79.8 cd/m2) grid (square cells
with side length 2.4 mm) against a black (<0.008 cd/m2) background. The endpoints of the
virtual lines consisted of yellow dots with diameter 3.6 mm. When the frame was
frontoparallel (90º), the relative distance between each pair of endpoints was changed
randomly from trial to trial, in a range from 14 to 21 cm (subtended visual angles between
1.6º and 2.5º), and the global area in which stimuli were displayed subtended a visual angle of
3.4º x 4.6º.
In total 40 perspective projections were generated, resulting of combining 5 inclinations
with 8 orientations. The first step for rendering the stimulus was to generate the (implicit) line
with length r and orientation α in the frontoparallel plane:
x = r · cos (α)

[Eq. 1]

y = r · sin (α)

[Eq. 2]

The second step introduces perspective by means of a 3D rotation around the x-axis:
x' = x

[Eq. 3]

y' = y · cos (φ) - z · sin (φ)

[Eq. 4]

z' = y · sin (φ) + z · cos (φ)

[Eq. 5]

where surface inclination is denoted by φ.
A chinrest fixed the observers‘ vantage point at 5 m viewing distance and 110 cm height.
In this way, the mid-point of the screen, in which stimuli were presented, was at the eye level.
The stimuli were presented on a 22‖ Philips Brilliance color display monitor with a 1024 x
768 pixels display resolution (0.30 mm pitch dot) connected to a Pentium IV 3.0 GHz
computer. The images of the reference stimuli and subject responses were controlled by a
computer program (OpenGL with glut32 library) developed ad hoc for this experiment.
Observers responded by clicking on one of the end-points with the left and right mouse
button, respectively (corresponding coordinates were recorded). Mouse position was available
for participants when the response had to be drawn, it was not available when stimuli were
shown.
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Procedure
The experiment was carried out in a dimly lit laboratory (4 cd/m2) where participants
looked at a computer monitor on which the stimuli were displayed. Two stimuli were
successively presented at each trial: (1) the reference stimuli (i.e. the planes with the line endpoints) and (2) the test stimuli (i.e. the frames where the first end-point was presented and
observers had to draw the second one; see Figure 1). Observers were asked to geometrically
transform the endpoint locations from a reference stimulus to a test stimulus as accurately and
fast as possible.
The experimental sequence for each trial started with showing the reference stimulus for
3 sec, followed by a white mask (100 cd/m2) for 500 ms, in order to avoid after-images. The
mask was then replaced by the response frame (test stimulus), showing a picture of an
inclined surface with the near end-point. Observers then had to draw the far endpoint (i.e., the
one with the highest elevation), correcting orientation and size in accordance with the
inclination of the reference. Finally, for each response, feedback was given by showing the
true physical location of the endpoint, allowing participants to verify their task performance.
An analysis revealed no perceptual learning-based improvement (data not shown).
Subsequently a white mask (duration 500 ms) and a sound (200 Hz, 100 ms) indicated the
onset of the next trial.
We defined four conditions (C1 to C4) as illustrated in Figure 1.
In C1 (Direct Perspective), two dots as the endpoints of an imaginary line were displayed,
which was embedded in a rectangular, frontoparallel surface (here ―frontoparallel‖ means
inclination angle 90º). The participants then had to re-draw this line on a second surface with
inclination between 10º and 90º. In C2 (Inverse Perspective) we asked observers for the
inverse spatial transformation: endpoints of an implicit line were shown on an apparently
inclined surface (from 10º to 90º), and we asked them to re-draw the endpoints on a
frontoparallel surface (i.e. at inclination 90º). The comparison between C1 and C2 could be
affected by the fact that C1 implies transformations into a no tilted space (which implies a
perceptual expansion of the canvas to draw on), and C2 into a foreshortened one (which
implies a perceptual compression of the canvas to draw on). In order to exclude as an
explicative factor the change of the perceptual canvas (compression or expansion), we
designed a third condition (C3), where reference stimuli were presented on a 45º inclined
surface, and the observer had to respond on a second surface being more or less inclined than
the first (inclination range 45º±40º). As far as observers performance for this condition results
in no differences with one of the previously tested we could exclude changes in perceptual
dimensions of the canvas as an explicative factor. Also this C3 condition combined the direct
and inverse perspective tasks, we hypothesized observers did a first direct transformation
completed by a second inverse one in order to respond the asked task. Finally, PMOL could
be different dependent on whether orientations were encoded on a flat surface or on a
volumetric piece. We therefore need to discard whether encoding was done like on the
frontoparallel plane, and this is why control condition (C4) was included, in which inclination
of the reference and the response surface was the same. In order to solve this particular task
observers could not decode and encode depth but work in a fronto-parallel surface, in such a
case PMOL would show the traditionally found modulation, that is the oblique effect
(Appelle, 1972).
Each participant completed all conditions on separate days ordering in a random
sequence. Conditions were counterbalanced across the subjects. They did 120 trials for each
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condition, (5 inclinations x 8 orientations x 3 repetitions). Trials were randomized across
orientations and inclination angles. On the average, it took subjects about 20 minutes to
complete each condition. Relative PMOL was measured by the ratios between the perceived
orientations and the corresponding true orientations (α‘/α), both drawn on the screen‘s
projection of the slanted plane.

Figure 1. Experimental conditions in Experiment 1. In C1 observers were asked to perform a spatial
transformation from a virtual line on a frontal surface used as a reference onto an inclined response
surface. In C2 they were asked to perform a spatial transformation from an inclined reference surface
onto a frontal one. In C3 they had to transform the oriented segment from a 45º inclined surface by
drawing it on a surface with another inclination (in a range of 45º±40º). In C4 they were asked to
transform the oriented segment from an inclined reference surface onto a response surface with the
same inclination.

Results and Discussion
First, we verified the extent as to whether orientation perception was as expected in
accordance with projective geometry rules. In doing so, we quantified the strength acting
perspective geometry to generate the illusion of a surface inclined in depth. Therefore, we
applied two different statistical analyses. On the one hand, we calculated the goodness-of-fit
values (R2) between the true geometrical orientations values (trigonometrically computed)
and the orientation implicit in the observers‘ response. On the other hand, the response times
(RT) of the participants were analyzed. As has been stated at the introduction section, it has
been assumed that the longer RT, the more complex the required spatial transformation. Thus,
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t-test pairs using the RT as measure were performed for each couple of the four conditions.
Further, the influence of orientation and inclination, as experimental factors, affecting RT
variances where also analyzed by repeated measures ANOVA. Finally, the PMOL of implicit
lines (between the endpoints) in the test stimulus with those in the reference stimuli was
contrasted for the four conditions. This is why we compared (by repeated measures ANOVA)
the orientation ratio between the perceived orientation of the endpoints and the true
geometrical orientation (α‘/α).
Strength of Perspective in Promoting 3D Illusion
To verify whether the observers perceived an apparently inclined rectangular surface we
looked for the best fitting function relating the physical orientation and the perceived one for
each particular inclination. Linear functions were the best fit to the data (R2 between 0.978
and 0.993) and the high value of the coefficient of determination (R2) suggested that the
pictorial depth cues promoted efficiently the impression of a surface inclined in depth.
We defined RT as the elapsed time between the appearance of the test stimuli and the
observer clicking the mouse button to locate the requested point. Given that a greater RT
imply more mental rotation (Shepard & Metzler, 1971), we conjectured that relative RT was a
correlate of the observers‘ cognitive costs in performing the required spatial transformation.
Longer RTs were expected for those conditions, which involved a higher amount of spatial
transformations. We computed a temporal cost as the mean RT, across trials and subjects
(Figure 2).
The mean RT associated with each condition showed significant differences: Mean RT
for C1 was 4.16 s (± 0.4 s S.E), for C2 it was 3.73 s (± 0.3 s), for C3 it was 6.74 s (± 0.4 s),
and for C4 it was 4.8 (± 0.3 s). At table 1 can be seen the t-test for paired groups showed
significant differences in mean RT between all conditions (p<0.001).

Figure 2. Mean response times by observers, inclinations and orientations as an indicator of the
cognitive component of the psychophysical response (decision making). Error bars represent standard
errors, while * indicates significant differences on the t-test.
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Table 1. T-test pairwise comparisons of mean reaction time (RT) by condition
(Experiment 1)

Thus there seems to exist an asymmetry between the RT for making a spatial
transformation from an inclined plane to a frontal plane (C2, Inverse Perspective) and vice
versa, the RT for making a spatial transformation from frontal plane to an inclined plane (C1,
Direct Perspective). Curiously, in conditions C3 and C4 (that require observers to perceived
and respond on inclined planes) the temporal cost of matching orientation is higher than with
conditions involving only one spatial transformation. Interestingly, observers needed more
time for C4 than for C1 & C2. Results indicate that depth in perspective-inclined surfaces was
encoded as if the lines were not in the frontoparallel plane. The reaction time was modulated
by the difference of a plane to the frontoparallel, which serves as (mental) reference. This
could explain the observed gradient of RTs between C2, C1 and C3.
We then carried out a repeated measures ANOVA with RT as dependent and inclination
as a factor. It showed that inclination was significant for each condition, except C2 (C1: F (4,
68) =5.27, p <.001, ε = .835; C3: F (4, 68) =17.46, p <.001, ε = .530; C4: F (4, 68) =8.72, p
<.001, ε = .325). This RT analysis revealed that inclination where stimuli were presented play
not a role in observer‘s RT, but changes in inclinations where stimuli had to be reproduced
played a modulating role in observer‘s RT.
Precision in Matching Orientation (PMOL)
Precision in matching oriented lines (α‘/α) was analyzed for each condition using a 5
(inclinations) x 8 (orientations) repeated-measures ANOVA. Figure 3 shows PMOL for each
inclination as a function of the real orientation, where each arc shows a different inclination,
the angle of the graphs indicates the true geometrical orientation, and the color indicates the
value of the α‘/α ratio (i.e., precision).
The main effect for inclination was found to be significant (F (4, 68) = 4.211, p = .007, ε
= .835) in condition 1 (see Figure 3, C1), as was the main effect of orientation (F (7, 119) =
37.918, p < .001, ε = .530). We observed also a significant interaction between inclination
and orientation (F (28, 476) = 10.167, p < 0.001, ε = .325). Only the main effect of
orientation was significant (F (7, 119) = 37.614, p < .001, ε = .449) in condition 2 (see Figure
3, C2) indicating (as in the RT analysis) that the processes for encoding orientation seem not
to be affected by different pictorial inclinations (transformations from 2D to 3D), whereas, it
seems to be affected by transformations from 3D to 2D. In condition 3 (see Figure 3, C3) we
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found significant single effects for inclination (F (4, 68) = 3.989, p = .006, ε = .847), for
orientation (F (7, 119) = 24.787, p < .001, ε = .395), but also for the inclination x orientation
interaction (F (28, 476) = 12.574, p < .001, ε = .317). Figure 3 shows the PMOL (α‘/α) for all
conditions (C1, C2, C3 and C4). Comparing the functions obtained in C1 and C2 with that of
C3, the data revealed that the ―precision function‖ for smaller differences in inclination
between the reference and test stimulus (φ1 – φ2 < 20º) varied in a different way for spatial
compression than for expansion. However, such differences were not significant when
differences in inclination were higher than 20º. Figure 4 show an extreme case of difference
in inclination (φ1 – φ2 > 60º).
Finally, in condition 4 (Figure 3, C4), which implied no changes in inclinations between
reference and test stimuli, both a main effect for orientation (F(7, 161) = 12.933, p < .001, ε =
.393), and a marginally but significant effect for inclination (F(4, 92) = 3.27, p = .058, ε =
.411) were found. The ‗orientation x inclination‘ interaction however did not reach
significance (F(28, 644) = 2.808, p = .074, ε = .68). Given the invariance of inclination
inherent to this condition, the observers could have done the task by encoding the end-points
in a 2D coordinates system. However, this seems unlikely because the RT analysis revealed
that observers spent more time on completion of task C4 (where both planes, reference and
response, were inclined) than in those where only the response (C1) or the reference (C2)
were inclined. It seems that for this condition 4 observers perceived orientation in 3D,
transform it to an orthogonal codification and draw this particular orientation on the inclined
surface as if it were a new one.

Figure 3. Polar graphs of precision in perceived orientation for each condition of Experiment 1. PMOL
for each combination of inclination by orientation (angle) is depicted in a different arc. The mean
precision in matching oriented lines (α‘/α), i.e. PMOL, is indicated by the color scale. Changes in mean
precision are depicted in different color from under-constancy (α‘/α<1, blue color) to over-constancy
(α‘/α>1, red color), being used the yellow color for constancy (α‘/α=1).
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In the same direction data relative to PMOL shows that PMOL was more precise when
observers responded in a frontoparallel plane (C2) than when observers responded in an
inclined surface (C1 and C3) no matter where the stimulus were presented in a frontoparallel
or inclined plane (Figure 3). However C4 was a particular condition where observers
responded in an inclined plane as well as they do on the frontoparallel but involving more
temporal cost.
These results suggested that two different spatial transformations are involved: The
‗Direct Transformation‘ (DT) and another that could be called ‘Inverse Transformation‘ (IT).
And two processes are involved: one related with encoding/storing the stimulus by the spatial
memory and another related with the motor response.
Could be said that for C2 (Inverse perspective task) data show that DT was necessary and
the motor response seems not to decrease the PMOL. C1 (Direct perspective task) seems to be
based on the IT and seems the motor response modulated PMOL. For C3 both spatial
transformations (DT and IT) seem to be involved, observers seems to codified depth related
data and construct a representation in the frontal plane, after this, they responded in another
inclined plane, but with a new inclination (a new compression rate), resulting in a decrease in
PMOL similar to that observed for C1. An asymmetry was found for C1 and C3 (tasks which
involved make an orientation transformation from a plane to another and draw the resultant in
an inclined surface) which could be explained in base to the observers‘ handedness. Finally,
for C4, PMOL seems to indicate only DT, however, RT analysis indicated two different
processes are having a role increasing the temporal cost. In short, these data suggest that in
conditions C1 and C3 observers responded on a 3D coordinates system, while in conditions
C2 and C4 observers responded on the frontoparallel plane.

Figure 4. Comparing precision in matching oriented lines between spatial transformations in all
conditions: C1, C2, C3 and C4. For clarity in the figure, only the most extreme changes in inclination
are depicted (70º and 10º). Error bars represent the standard errors of the observers‘ response
distribution.
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The study also allows us dissociate between orientation and inclination processing. Two
of the proposed tasks (C1 and C3) resulted in an interaction between both variables whereas
the other two tasks (C2 and C4) didn‘t show that interaction.
Strength of the Diagonals of the Contour of the Surface As a Slant Cue
In general, the most precise perceived orientations varied as a function of current
orientation (Figure 3 & 4). However, the corresponding PMOL with α‘/α = 1 (perceptual
constancy) did not exactly match those orientations predicted by the well-known oblique
effect (see ‗zero crossing‘ in Figure 4). Certainly, we found a higher precision for horizontally
and vertically oriented segments, but this can be affected by other factors (Daini, Wenderoth
and Smith, 2003; Meng & Quian, 2005). Specifically, these authors showed that the shape of
the global frame (contour of the surface) can be a crucial factor for causing an additional
modulation in perceived orientation. To verify this hypothesis, we adjusted a set of periodical
functions1 to the observers‘ data (Equation 6) which enabled us to predict the observers‘
PMOL for any geometrical orientation between 0º and 180º:
α'/α = a1 · sin (b1 · αfrontal + c1 ) + a2 · sin (b2 · αfrontal + c2 ) +
a3 · sin (b3 · αfrontal + c3 )

[Eq. 6]

where α‘ and α are perceived and true geometrical precision, respectively, αfrontal is the true
orientation in the frontal plane, a1, a2, a3, b1, b2 and b3 are coefficients which vary according to
inclinations, and c1, c2, and c3 are additive constants in the function. Table 2 shows the
coefficients for each of the adjusted functions.
Table 2. Specific parameters (ai, bi, and ci) in equation 6 for each condition and
inclination of Experiment 1; these parameters allow us to predict constancy in
orientation. The final row shows the correlations between geometrical predicted and
empirical data

From the coefficient values in equation 6, we obtained the particular orientations at which
the observers‘ precision reached orientation constancy (ratio α‘/α= 1). This would be
equivalent to calculate the zero crossing for each sinus wave function. Notice, the true
orientation of the diagonal in the geometrical projection of the rectangular surface gets
increasingly distorted with growing inclination
1

Firstly, we identified the best fitting function for all data. Secondly, we adjusted the values of the coefficients of
these functions for each one of the twenty resulting sinusoidal functions (4 Conditions x 5 Inclinations).
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Table 3. Pearson’s coefficients obtained for the correlations between the orientations
defined by the surface diagonals and those showing the observer’s best PMOL
(orientation constancy) in Experiment 1

We calculate the orientation of the diagonals of the trapeziums (α‘‘) representing the
inclined rectangular surface for each of the five inclinations (10º, 30º, 50º, 70º and 90º) by
equation 7.
α'' = arc tan (2h / (bl + bu))

[Eq. 7]

where h is height, bl is the lower base and bu is the upper base of the projection on a plane of
an inclined rectangular surface.
Finally, we calculated the momentum-Pearson correlation between: 1) the true
geometrical orientation of the trapeziums-diagonals (as predicted by Eq. 7); and 2) the
predicted values (by applying Eq. 6 for each particular case) where observers reached
orientation constancy. Correlation between the orientations of the trapeziums-diagonals and
predicted values corresponding to orientation constancy, for each experimental condition and
inclination, were between 0.97 and 0.99 (except in case of 10º inclined surface in C1 and C4;
Table 2 & 3).
Therefore, orientation of the diagonals to the presented contour operated like ―attractors‖
biasing the responses of observers and neutralizing the ―oblique effect‖. This is in agreement
with the studies of Saunders and coworkers (Saunders & Knill, 2001; Saunders & Backus,
2006, 2007), who investigated the ability to use linear perspective to perceive depth from
monocular images. They used 2D perspective images of a slanted rectangular
object, which were sufficient to create a strong 3D percept. Thus, they demonstrated that
participants could infer inclination from the "skew" of the contour (angle subtended between
the diagonals and the horizontal side of the rectangle). Subsequently (Saunders & Backus,
2006), concluded that both parallelism and orthogonality constraints are used to perceive
depth from linear perspective. Our results corroborate this finding and suggest that observers
use diagonals of the frame (i.e., rectangle in frontal surfaces or trapeziums in inclined
surfaces), but not the bisectors, as attractors which bias responses towards orientation
constancy. This tendency is subject to modulation in C1, C3 and C4, but not in C2. This is
because (except in C2) two frames were shown in the response frame: i) the projected contour
of the inclined surface, and ii) the viewing window (shape of the screen).
Several studies had addressed the question how the use of more than one frame of
reference modifies perceived orientation (Daini, Wenderoth and Smith, 2003; Meng & Quian,
2005). To analyze this effect we conducted Experiment 2.
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Experiment 2
Here we examined whether the external viewing frame (shape of the surface‘s contour),
in which the test stimuli were embedded could modulate the observer‘s PMOL of implicit
lines. To this end, two factors were manipulated: (i) the presence/absence of an orthogonal
frame such as contour of the viewing windows. (ii) the aspect-ratio (AR) between the base
and height of such frame, which varied in the range 1 ≤ AR < 1, only in the case of using
orthogonal frames. From the two factors we expected to verify whether the bias observed in
Experiment 1 was caused by the so-called ―carpentered-world effect2‖.

Methods
The method used in this experiment was largely adopted from Experiment 1. In what
follows we will only describe the differences.
Participants
The same six volunteer observers of Experiment 1 took also part in Experiment 2.
Procedure
Experimental setting, basic task asked for the participants, trial sequence and structure of
the experimental test was identical with Experiment 1. Only two main differences have to be
highlighted. First, only one spatial transformation (C2) was required in experiment 2 (inverse
perspective; like an observer when decode a perspective painting). Second, five different
viewing frames (experimental conditions) were designed by changing both the area of the
inclined surface (presented to the participants) and the shape of the attached black cardboard
occluding the screen (viewing window). The conditions were: landscape rectangle (40 cm x
30 cm) (Figure 5, C1), portrait rectangle (30 cm x 40 cm; figure 5, C2), square (34.64 cm x
34.64 cm) (Figure 5, C3), circle (radius = 19.54 cm) (figure 5, C4), and star-like-shaped,
which was built by adding or subtracting a random length to or from the coordinates of an 24sided polygon (Figure 5, C5). This star-shaped contour was viewed through a circular piece of
black cardboard.
Three repetitions for each condition were required. Each repetition consisted of 40 trials
(5 inclinations x 8 orientations). The order of order presentation for the different orientations
was randomized across each condition. Each condition was conducted on successive days for
all observers, taking around 20 min each. Analogously to Experiment 1, we use PMOL as
dependent variable in Experiment 2, i.e.: α‘/α.

2

According to the 'carpentered-world' hypothesis (Segall, Campbell & Herskovits, 1966), people living in cultures
in developed Western societies (where rectangular shapes, straight lines, square corners abound) are more
susceptible to interpret oblique and acute angles as displaced right-angles and to perceive two-dimensional
drawings in terms of depth. On the contrary, people living in cultures in which right-angled structures are less
prone, for instance, to the Müller-Lyer illusion.
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Results and Discussion
First, we verified the influence of inclination on the PMOL for each of the five ‗viewing
windows‘ by a repeated-measures ANOVA, taking both orientation and inclination as
repeated measure factors. The results showed that the main effect of orientation was
significant for all five conditions (Landscape: F(7, 119) = 37.614, p < .001, ε = .449; Portrait:
F(7, 119) = 43.638, p < .001, ε = .426; Square: F(7, 119) = 22.897, p < .001, ε = .499; Circle:
F(7, 119) = 15.025, p < .001, ε = .379; Star-shaped: F(7, 119) = 19.959, p < .001, ε = .321)
(see Figure 6 and Figure 3, C2 for Landscape condition). However, neither the main effect of
inclination nor the ―orientation by inclination‖ interaction was significant. This lack of
significance was expected on the basis of the results from C2 in Experiment 1 and also
supports the fact that the effect of the inclination was not linked to the encoding of orientation
but can be derived from the transformation as required in the task.

Figure 5. Diagram of the conditions used in Experiment 2. In Condition 1 (C1) the viewing window
(viewing frame) was a rectangular landscape, through which the observers saw the test stimuli. In
Condition 2 (C2) the viewing window was a rectangular portrait frame. In Condition 3 (C3) the viewing
window was a square frame. In Condition 4 (C4) the viewing window was a circular window, with
some orthogonal elements therein. In Condition 5 (C5) the viewing window was a star-like-shaped
frame, without any orthogonal references.
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Figure 6. Polar graphs of precision in perceived orientation for each condition of Experiment 2. PMOL
for each combination of inclination by orientation (angle) is depicted in a different arc. The mean
precision in matching oriented lines (α‘/ α), i.e. PMOL, is indicated by the color scale. Changes in mean
precision are depicted in different color from under-constancy (α‘/ α < 1, blue color) to over-constancy
(α‘/ α > 1, red color), being used the yellow color for constancy (α‘/ α = 1).

Goodness
of fit

Coefficients

Table 4. Parameter values (ai, bi, and ci) of equation 6 for each condition of
experiment 2

a1
b1
c1
a2
b2
c2
a3
b3
c3
SSE
R2
Adj. R2
RMSE

Landscape
2.438
0.011
0.011
1.506
0.017
2.424
0.102
0.044
2.728
0.001
0.993
0.993
0.001

Square
1.672
0.010
0.506
0.689
0.017
2.901
0.031
0.057
1.506
0.00
0.999
0.999
0.00

Portrait
3.348
0.010
0.759
2.35
0.012
3.727
0.013
0.072
-0.015
0.00
1
1
0.00

Circle
4.401
0.013
0.608
3.408
0.015
3.6
0
0
0
0.025
0.75
0.748
0.006

Random
2.746
0.012
0.101
1.795
0.016
2.743
0.059
0.046
2.553
0.001
0.992
0.992
0.001

Second, we verified whether cardinal axis and/or diagonals in the contours acted as a bias
for perceived orientation. We first determined for each of the five conditions the best fitting
function between PMOL and real orientations. Since no significant effect of inclination was
found (see ANOVA of Experiment 1), we pooled the different inclinations for the subsequent
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analysis. We obtained five periodical functions with three sine wave components. Table 4
shows the coefficients found for each of these functions, allowing us adapting equation 6 to
these new frames.
Figure 7 shows the experimental data, which are associated with these functions for the
orthogonal contoured frames (C1, C2 and C3, in experiment 2). Points in the function
defining better PMOL, orientation constancy (α‘/α= 1), are placed at the cardinal orientations
(0 º and 90 º). However, they can also be seen at other orientations, which vary according to
the diagonal of the shape of the viewing window used in the different conditions.
Results indicated that the diagonals (36.86º for the landscape frame, 45º for the square
landscape and 53.13º for the portrait frame) are used by observers as valid references to
match the orientation by correcting the inclination of the surface (see figure 6). This holds in
particular when oriented lines were drawn on rectangular ones.
Finally, we verified whether the angles subtended between the lower base of the
orthogonal contoured frame and their diagonal [Eq. 7] modulated the perceived orientation,
we calculated the correlation between the orientation constancy points and their true
geometrical angles (cardinal and diagonal references for orientation; Table 3 and Table 5).
No orthogonal contours in C4 and C5 lead to a better mean PMOL than in conditions
with orthogonal contours. This latter finding suggests that the observers used something like
‗a by default contour-frame‘ for applying the requested spatial transformation of the
orientations.

Figure 7. Precision in orientation for conditions used in Experiment 2. Only those conditions with
orthogonal frame are depicted (different grey lines). Note that as the inclination has no significant
effect, the averages were computed. Error bars indicate the standard errors for the response distribution.
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Table 5. Coefficients defining Momentum-Pearson correlation for those conditions
involving an orthogonal frame in Experiment 2

a
b
R2

Landscape
1.066
-2.97
0.995

Square
0.841
15.153
0.992

Portrait
1.115
-9.89
0.991

Circle
X
X
X

Random
X
X
X

General Discussion
Our results address how PMOL is modulated by apparently (perspective drawings)
inclined surfaces. Specifically, we studied how linear perspective promoting illusory slopes
affects PMOL. To this end, we designed two tasks: In one task observers had to replicate the
orientation of a line presented on a frontoparallel surface onto an inclined surface (direct
perspective) and in the other task observers had to retrieve the line orientation presented in a
representation of a 3D environment in a frontoparallel plane (inverse perspective).
Experiment 1 allowed us to compare these tasks as well as to postulate which spatial
transformations influenced PMOL. Experiment 2 addressed how the shape of the viewing
window can bias PMOL.
In agreement with the findings by Saunders & Backus (2006, 2007), we found a
significant influence of "apparent inclination" on the PMOL. The RT analysis revealed a
significant difference between conditions C1 and C2, showing an asymmetry between making
a spatial transformations from an inclined plane to a frontal one (C2: inverse perspective) and
vice versa (C1: direct perspective). The results provide therefore support for the hypothesis
that orientations were encoded as they were in a 2D system with orthogonal axes, (Saunders
& Backus, 2006, 2007). It seems as if orientation of lines was tuned to an orthogonal
coordinate system that is aligned with the frontoparallel plane. In fact, the conditions that
require observers to operate onto two apparent inclinations (C3 and C4), yielded higher
latencies for matching orientation than those conditions where was presented the frontal
rectangle (C1 and C2). This finding supports the notion of a frontoparallel encoding of
orientations.
Furthermore, we have shown that PMOL was mainly affected by the true physical
orientation, being the higher precision observed for the cardinal orientations (eg. Apelle,
1972; Keil & Cristóbal, 2000, Xu et al., 2006) and, as we mentioned below, also for some
particular oblique orientations, such as those near to the tilt of the diagonal of the frame
(contour of the surface). PMOL was also modulated by the apparent inclination of the surface
in which the line was drawn. This effect was clearly visible in C1 and C3, but not in C4 and
C2. The result was reinforced by a lack of a significant effect of the inclination factor and the
absence of any interaction between ‗inclination‘ and orientation, in any of the conditions of
Experiment 2. It seemed that apparent inclination was only relevant for those conditions,
which involved some change in the apparent inclination of the tested surface. An explanation
for this result could be related to the change in the expansion/compression rate (variation in
the spatial scale) associated with the retinal image, at which the surface was projected.
Indeed, responses in the frontoparallel plane imply to operate at an almost linear scale. This
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stands in contrast to inclined surfaces, where a non-linear scale is associated with each slope
(Wagner 2006). Therefore, linear perspective modulates PMOL due to an uncertainty
associated with apparent inclination: PMOL decreases with increasing surface inclination.
In order to become more efficient, the visual system must operate preferentially in a
plane aligned to the frontoparallel, what implies a translation of each input (inclined surface)
into an orthogonal 3D system. This is probably the cause why in C2 inclination did not affect
the PMOL. The oblique effect disappeared when expansion took place and appeared when
compression increased, due to the inclination of the surface (see figure 3 and 4). It seems that
the diagonal of the surface contour (or whatever equivalent factor) could help to reduce the
oblique effect. In summary, PMOL varied as a function of the current orientation (see figure 3
and figure 4). However, perceptual constancy (α‘/α = 1) did not exactly match those predicted
by the well-known oblique effect, given that diagonals of the surface contour seems to
operate as reference axes.
Our data suggest that perceptual constancy (α‘/α = 1) was found for those orientations
which were close to that of the diagonals in the projected contour of the response frame. The
results show a tendency in the variability of the PMOL, which fit those orientations formed
by the diagonals of the viewing window (in this case, a landscape rectangle). This tendency
was modulated in C1, C3, C4, but not in C2. So, except in C2, two different frames were
shown in the response frame: the inner (trapezoidal) frame and the outer (rectangular) frame.
This could account for the absence of such ‗diagonal effect‘. In order to test this hypothesis
we carried on Experiment 2.
In summary, our results show two patterns of results. One pattern related to the C2 and
C4, where observers reached same PMOL but a difference in response time. Another pattern
related to C1 and C3, where PMOL was modulated by inclination, and RT was similar and
lower than for C4. This pattern of results allow us thinking that observers have to perform
more than one transformation for solving some of the tasks probed in this experiment direct
and inverse transformations (related to direct (C1) and inverse (C2, C4) perspective tasks).
Also three kinds of processes were implied: encoding of the end points, rotating them in a
mental transformation and responses them in a frontal or inclined plane.
This way, our results suggest, first, some of the proposed tasks needed to apply just one
spatial transformation (C1, C2, C4) whereas other needed applying two (C3) and, second, the
tasks implied two processes: one related with encoding of the stimulus in memory and the
other related with motor performance of the response. The study allowed us to dissociate
perception (encoding) and response (motor) and shows PMOL variation is more likely
derived from the motor performance than from the encoding of the stimulus.
In experiment 2 we aimed to verify how changes in the global figure shape of the surface
contour (or the aspect-ratio, in orthogonal surfaces), modulates observer‘s PMOL. As a result
we found a bias in the so-called ―carpentered-world effect‖. Thus, we showed that the angles
subtended by the diagonals seem to be used by observers as useful references in order to
match the orientation for correcting the distortion caused by apparent inclination. The shape
of the contour and the viewing window attracted their responses towards the cardinal axes and
an implicit oblique axis. This means that responses were biased to the oblique effect. An
oblique bias in the responses could be expected for orthogonal frames (squared, portrait and
landscape rectangle). PMOL is higher at cardinal orientations, but it also was enhanced at
those orientations fitting the diagonals. None-orthogonal frames (circle and like-star) lead to a
better mean PMOL (Daini, Wenderoth & Smith, 2003). In this case, observers used the
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bisectors of the cardinal axis of the none-orthogonal contour-frames (circle and star-like) in
order to match orientation with highest precision.
In short, for the new four conditions of the Experiment 2 just orientation was a
modulation factor. This result confirms that when the observer should respond in a frontal
plane there is no modulation in PMOL derived from the presentation stimulus inclination.
Results derived from the new four conditions shown more similarity between the circle and
star shape frames than between landscape and portrait frames.
Thus, differences between direct and inverse perspective that we found provide insights
into the 'grammar of vision' (Kanizsa, 1980). If one imagined the pictorial depth cues as a
sign system, then our study would contribute to a better understanding of the semiotic of
perspective. The semiotic should establish the rules according to which the visual world is
constructed in their spatial parameters. The understanding of these rules has a theoretical
interest, e.g. for understanding the role of pictorial depth cues in depth perception and a
practical one, e.g. for people that use visual expression to communicate ideas and
information.

Conclusion
To estimate line orientation of drawings on inclined surfaces, first, observers must solve
an inverse perspective problem, which implies to translate a 2D image to a 3D representation
(as if it they were projected on the frontoparallel plane), a spatial transformation that involve
some decrease in PMOL. After this encoding they are able to transform oriented lines drawn
on whatever inclined surfaces to other inclined surface. These results show clearly that the
brain uses at least two spatial transformations related to direct and inverse perspective. But
also, the contour and the global shape of the frame can bias the responses towards the cardinal
axes and an implicit oblique axis.
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